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The Katzenbach Center at Strategy& is a global community of thought 
leaders and practitioners focused on culture and behavioral change
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We invest a substantial amount of time on research and publications, 
including our latest global firm book: The Critical Few
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We believe that sustainable organizational performance is based on 
the alignment of Strategy, Operating Model and Culture
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Operating 
ModelCulture

Strategy

How will we create value? 
• Differentiating capabilities
• Value creation choices 
• Mission, vision and objectives

How will we run it?
• Organization structure
• Roles and responsibilities 
• Systems and processes

How will we energize
our people?
• Cultural Traits
• Critical Behaviors
• Values
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This has been backed up by our research which shows that culture 
undoubtedly has an impact on the performance of organizations…
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1) Company Performance relative to EuroStoxx Sectorindex. Result >0 means outperformance. Considered time interval: 10 years
2) Compound of culture strength and relevance of culture to strategy, researched jointly by Bertelsmann Foundation and Strategy&
Source: Strategy& analysis
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Strategy& Global Culture Evolution Survey 2018

…and was also reflected in responses to our global culture survey last 
year – you know culture is important to your organization too
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… agree that their organization’s culture 
is critical to business success

… agree that culture is more important 
than strategy or operating model

… agree that culture is being effectively 
managed in their organization

67%

60%

45%

Source: Global Culture & Change Management Survey; Strategy& analysis
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Ultimately, culture is only shaped by values when they are translated 
into a shift in the norms of behavior
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Example Culture Behavior Values
Definition An organization’s self-

sustaining patterns of 
behaving, feeling, thinking 
and believing

An enduring way of acting 
that is considered regular or 
expected

Fundamental beliefs of a 
person or organization 
that guide behavior and 
action

Characteristics • Accumulation of collective 
norms of a group

• Changes slowly due to 
group inertia

• Can change rapidly only by 
replacement of critical mass

• Highly individual but typically a 
result of external influence

• Durable but adaptable

• Influenced by rational and 
emotional forces

• Typically defined as a set of  
aspirational ‘noble intents’

• Usually establish ‘top-down’ 
by senior management

• Often manifested as poster 
campaigns

Examples “Continuous Improvement” –
an organization’s cultural trait 
to continually drive change, 
sometimes at the expense of 
stability

“I always stop and ask if there are 
alternatives before making a 
decision” – an externally-visible 
manifestation of someone who is 
‘Innovative’

“Innovation” – an 
organization’s desire for 
employees to always seek for 
new, better solutions to 
problems

What are your Critical Few 
Behaviors?
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No culture is all good nor all bad, but the question is whether it is the 
most appropriate for what your organization is trying to achieve
A ‘Culture of Innovation’ – Constant disruption, good and bad
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Negative Implications Positive Implications

Autocratic VisionaryLed from the 
Top

Unstable, churning Constantly improving, 
freshChange-centric

Narrow FocusedDriven by 
Purpose

Out-of-control, ‘Lose it 
all’

Bold, ‘Everything to 
win’

Comfortable with 
Risk

Cultural Traits

Famous Examples:

Build strong connection 
with the customer

Demonstrate passion for 
the product or problem

Create safe space to bring 
challenge and ideas

Critical Behaviors
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The most successful companies in any sector constantly emphasize 
and embed a ‘Critical Few Behaviors’ throughout their organizations
A ‘Culture of Service’ – Dedicated to the exceeding the customer’s needs
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Negative Implications Positive Implications

Diffused accountability Agile, outcome-focusedCollaborative

Dismissive of internal 
failings

Customer first, at any 
cost

Customer-
centric

Unstructured Action-orientedEmpowered

Cost careless Inspiring, engagingPeople-centered

Cultural Traits

Famous Examples:

Build strong teams who 
collaborate to serve better

Empower your people to 
do what they need to do

Communicate realities 
up through the hierarchy

Critical Behaviors
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Attempting to copy the culture from another sector can be 
inappropriate for what your organization is trying to achieve
A ‘Culture of Quality’ – Repeatable, safe executors
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Negative Implications Positive Implications

Complacency ConfidencePride

Inflexible, intolerant and 
unchanging

Disciplined, focused 
and structuredProcess-centric

Weak in people and 
cost Strong on engineeringTechnical 

Focus

Siloed and suppressive Efficient and effective‘Military’ 
Hierarchy

Cultural Traits

Famous Examples:

Take pride in working the 
company way

Cascade clear vision and 
purpose down the layers

Take responsibility for 
your own outcomes

Critical Behaviors
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Sustaining

Programmatic

Interactive

Behaviors are influenced by programmatic, interactive and sustaining 
forces; all must included for maximum impact
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Org. structures & governance

Roles, procedures & workflows

Capabilities & training 

Systems and tools

Measurement
Communications / Story Telling
Internal capability building

Signaling & role modeling

Peer influence

Succeeding
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With behavior change, it is recommended to start with the best, the 
advocates, the ‘exemplars’ and pull the average up
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# of Employees

Exemplars

HighLow Behavioral Performance

Current Situation Future Situation

Average 
Performers

Average 
Performers
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Social networks don’t look much like organization charts, but their 
influence can be just as powerful
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Operations
Maintenance

Engineering
Administration
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So, why “The Critical Few”?
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• Discover the Critical Few Strengths of your current culture which can be 
leveraged, and those Weaknesses that musts be counterbalanced 

• Focus on a Critical Few Behaviors you need more people doing more of the 
time to evolve your culture into a more effective one

• Leverage a Critical Few People who are already recognized today as role 
models of the Critical Few Behaviors and co-design the program with them

• Implement in a Critical Few Places in the organization where you can show the 
positive impact of the Critical Few Behaviors and encourage others to join in

• In everything you do, be pragmatic, engaging and focused on value…
• …and don’t let your senior leaders off the hook to signal the importance of 

the Critical Few and role model them
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